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Film Night #5

1. Who was the star of the 2016 blockbuster 'Deadpool’?

2. Whose favourite meal is some liver and fava beans washed down with a
nice Chianti?

3. In which 1993 film did Steven Spielberg win his first directing Oscar?

4. Who played the elderly combat trainer in the 2000 film 'Gladiator', his final
film role before his death?

5. The Palme d'Or is the biggest prize at which International film festival?

6. The blockbuster 'Suicide Squad' is set in the aftermath of which Superhero's
death?

7. In the original 1937 Disney version of 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs',
which dwarf never speaks?

8. Which film features the famous line 'I think we're going to need a bigger
boat’?

9. Indiana Jones had a phobia of which creatures?

10.What was Disney's 2016 follow-up their 2003 smash 'Finding Nemo'?



Answers

1. Who was the star of the 2016 blockbuster 'Deadpool’?

2. Whose favourite meal is some liver and fava beans washed down with a
nice Chianti?

3. In which 1993 film did Steven Spielberg win his first directing Oscar?

4. Who played the elderly combat trainer in the 2000 film 'Gladiator', his final
film role before his death?

5. The Palme d'Or is the biggest prize at which International film festival?

6. The blockbuster 'Suicide Squad' is set in the aftermath of which Superhero's
death?

7. In the original 1937 Disney version of 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs',
which dwarf never speaks?

8. Which film features the famous line 'I think we're going to need a bigger
boat’?

9. Indiana Jones had a phobia of which creatures?

10.What was Disney's 2016 follow-up their 2003 smash 'Finding Nemo'?
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Ryan Reynolds

Hannibal Lecter

Schindler's List

Oliver Reed

Cannes

Superman

Dopey

Jaws

Snakes

Finding Dory
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